
The Ukraine war is all about politics 
 

By John Rofe, 24 November 2022 

 

Editor’s note: This letter is from John Rofe, a highly experienced fraud investigator in 

New Zealand. The letter is to a range of NZ politicians and media. 

 

Dear Politicians, 

  

You got us into this war, now please get us out. 

  

We think of President Volodymyr Zelenskyy as a “Churchillian” hero – a “David” standing 

against the Russian “Goliath”.  Yet I argue that he is now responsible for the worst crimes 

against humanity since Pol Pot and Adolph Hitler.   He is both the front for the Oligarch 

Nazis who owned the Azov battalion and the tool of the White House & US State 

Department’s plan to weaken Russia and lead to the end of the Putin Regime. The difference 

between Zelenskyy, the actor/comedian (and sometime cocaine user) and the person who is to 

be hung out to dry so that US President Biden can wash his hands of the atrocities to date, is 

the power of the globalist owned and controlled Western media which has so far 

whitewashed the Zelenskyy regime’s wrong-doings. 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UIDP1Ac4Xds 

  

With his army commander who wears Nazi insignia on his uniform to a cabinet comprising 

many neo-Nazis, I argue that Zelenskyy carries the ultimate responsibility for the propaganda 

war which has seen every deliberate false-flag and atrocity performed by the Ukraine secret 

service and military attributed to the Russians.  We are spoiled for choice.  Bucha murders, 

the cluster bombs rained on the Kramatorsk Railway station, the repeated strikes on the 

Zaporizhzhia nuclear power plant, the extra-judicial killing of both Ukrainian and Russian 

POWs , the castration of Russian POWs, the killing of strikers in Odessa last week, the 

deliberate missile and artillery strikes on the Donetsk civilians, the murder of ethnic Russian 

and Jewish civilians (known as “non-people” or “Kikes” to the Nazis), the horrific reprisals 

in every town captured.  None of these would have been possible without the active 

complicity of the USA, UK and the NATO advisers.  The UN Security Council was itself 

aware of the pre-war atrocities because Russia brought them forward for them to be laughed 

off by the USA and G7 allies. 

  

To be fair the UN pressured the Ukraine Parliament to sack the head of Ukraine’s human 

rights ministry.  She was simply making up  stories of Russian atrocities to feed to the 

compliant Western media when caught.  When caught her excuse was, well it got us more 

weapons didn’t it?  These lies were always supported by the US CIA etc., but only until they 

brought the consequences of risk of world war 3 to the USA. 

  

For someone like me who only got into the detail of the Ukraine civil war because of Joe 

Biden’s malfeasance as Vice President and point man for the Obama Ukraine project in 

2014.  His role in running a protection racket through his son Hunter Biden and others for the 

Ukraine oligarchs, had come to light during the Trump impeachment hearings of early 

2020.  I had watched in the hope of see President Trump get his come-uppance and found to 

my horror that within six months the entire concatenated Clinton/Obama/ Biden conspiracies 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UIDP1Ac4Xds


against a sitting president were being substantiated.  Trump was obviously innocent of all 

charges and no real allegations or evidence was furnished by the “Democrat political lynch 

mob”.  

  

I watched the entire daily video footage of the hearing and was amazed to see Joe Biden 

himself “thrown under the bus” by civil servants and yet Biden’s malfeasance was totally 

ignored by the media which printed the most bizarre allegations against Trump.  The 

Congressional and Senate hearings were misrepresented in their entirety by the New Zealand 

media which took feeds direct from fabricated stories from the likes of CNN, The New York 

Times, Washington Post, MSNBC and the British gutter press.  Every story was just 

propaganda. 

  

Since 2014 Russia has been trying to protect Ukrainians who had the misfortune to be ethnic 

Russians ( and other minorities).  During that time the atrocities of the Ukraine army and the 

Nazi brigades that had been integrated into it, had led Russia to seek compromises to justify 

leaving the Donbas and other Eastern oblasts within Ukraine, even though various oblasts’ 

polls showed they had wanted to join the Russian Federation.  Two treaties were signed and 

broken.  Then by December 2021 Russia was left no alternative but to send in its military. 

  

The Ukraine atrocities are widely known throughout Russia but banned in the 

OECD.  Torture, rape, public floggings, crucifixion, the whole works.  So Russia brought the 

allegations to the UN General Assembly in October 2022 and a resolution was passed on 4 

November.  This commentary shows that the Indian mainstream media have a reasonable 

understanding of the issues that you may wish to acquaint yourself with.  Perhaps your 

conscience will be pricked by the knowledge that New Zealand did not need to stick up for 

the war crimes committed by the Nazis.  Instead we should have remonstrated with the US 

ambassador… 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dA3UTRC0dq8&t=35s 

  

It is clear President Biden wants Volodymyr Zelenskyy to be replaced.  After all, something 

must be done to stop the string of false flag events and atrocities.  Even more important, 

Ukraine is in DEEP SHIT.  No-one is stepping up to bail it out, nor can they do so until 

hostilities end. 

  
1. Ukraine as a country is un-governable, non-viable and bankrupt. It is totally dependent both 

militarily, economically and financially on the countries on whose behalf it is waging war 

against what is arguably the world’s most powerful military. 

2. Overnight 100% of Ukraine’s electricity supply was cut off with 50% of the Ukraine 

electrical infrastructure destroyed.  At least 10 million people are without power and 

heating.  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tFTeEwdXWNY 

3. The W.H.O. warns of a major humanitarian crisis for the Ukraine population within a week of 

today. 

4. The Ukraine army taking pot shots at Poland and the Zaporizhzhia nuclear power plant are 

acts of desperation as they realise the prospects of a victory against Russia are gone unless the 

EU, UK and US bring in their own troops and weapons to defend Ukraine. 

5. If Zelenskyy tries to negotiate with Russia, he knows the Nazis will kill him because a 

primary objective of Russia is the de-Nazification of Ukraine.  Yet it is the only way to stop 

huge and imminent loss of life. 

6. Host countries of the war refugees(except Russia) are sick of long-stay Ukraine refugees 

(while Zelenskyy drags out the war) with several countries evicting them unless they are paid 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dA3UTRC0dq8&t=35s
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for disbursements yet there are at least 10 million more that will need housing and feeding 

this winter.  There are no plans to provide for the extras so many will die before help reaches 

them. 

7. The winter has started and unless Zelenskyy asks to negotiate Russia will go on the 

offensive.  First they will destroy all the bridges over the Dnipro river, finish off the power 

stations and the remaining gas/petrol supplies. 

8. Ukraine is once again stealing gas destined for Hungary and others, so Gazprom is about to 

cut them off.  If that happens, even more will suffer. 

9. 318,000 reservists have now been integrated into the army facing Ukraine. 

10. Russia has until now been “playing nice”.  Only one Kinzall hypersonic missile has been used 

and only one TOS-1A hyperbaric missile unit employed.  This is what Ukraine soldiers will 

face…https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V2_fot8m5AA  and  https://www.youtube.com/wa

tch?v=4UCLuvhshnw 

11. NATO has shown its fear at being drawn in for good reason. NATO does not have access to 

the equivalents of the Russians’ high tech weapons.  Russia’s 2.5 million recent reservists are 

on high alert.  Ukraine has already expended most of NATO’s heavy weapon stocks as well 

as almost all of their own.  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MmQp80LnGC4 

  

This war must be stopped ASAP. 

  

The fact that the US and NATO over-promised and under-delivered is something they will 

never admit to.  But that is a fact.  But to be fair, I wonder if President Zelenskyy still 

believes in Santa Claus.  Disaster was always going to be the final outcome. 

  

Figuratively, unless the US and NATO acts decisively to rein in the Ukraine military and 

Ukraine government and demand they enter negotiations with Russia forthwith, sacking and 

replacing Zelenskyy will be like changing the position of the deck chairs on the “Titanic” 

after it hit the iceberg.  The freezing ocean is today about to swallow up all of Ukraine’s 

passengers and crew.  

  

Time is of the Essence! 

  

For his role, I sincerely hope Joe Biden is impeached.  There will be no shortage of 

evidence.  Just start with Hunter Biden’s lap top and the corroboration of his business 

partners. The matter is now before the US Congress and Senate. 
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